Scholastic Digital Manager (SDM) is better than ever! If you use Scholastic’s F.I.R.S.T.® W.O.R.D., Literacy Pro® Core Clicks, Storle or Classroom Magazine now is a great time to sign in to your SDM account and check out all the powerful new features for your new school year!

### New! Google Classroom
- **Sign In With Google** Classroom: Educators and students can seamlessly access SDM using their existing Google Classroom accounts.
- **Import Classes** from Google Classroom into SDM with the class link button.
- **Create Assignments** in Google Classroom and share classroom assignments with students.

### New! LTI
- **LTI Single Sign On**: Students and teachers can seamlessly access SDM from any LTI compatible LMS.
- **Sync Classes**: Teachers can quickly and accurately assign students to classes that automatically sync across learning management systems.
- **Deep Link**: Educators can easily link to specific Scholastic digital content.

### New! Co-Teacher Role
- **Co-Teacher Role**: Co-teachers can view their class roster and authenticated information related to their assigned students.
- **Adding & Removing a Co-Teacher**: The primary teacher of a class can add or remove a co-teacher to their class at any time.
- **Transfer Ownership**: Transfer ownership responsibilities to a co-teacher to share the ability to edit class details and assignments.

### New! Year Over Year*
- **Rollover Student Data**: Ensure that student data can be automatically transferred and assigned to the correct classes across multiple school years.
- **Manage Calendar**: Educators can choose the calendar year for their classes, ensuring current start and end dates.
- **Seamless Check-In**: Roster classes in advance of a new school year to ensure students can maintain uninterrupted access.

### New! Rostering Improvements*
- **Quickly Search and Add Students**: Quickly search for existing students within your school and assign them to your classes.
- **Add Students to Multiple Classes**: Add students to more than one class so that each teacher can manage the assigned student progress.
- **Bulk Editing**: Select an entire class or multiple students in a class to edit or remove them, then change grade levels.

---

*Does not apply to Classroom Magazine
**Does not apply to Core Clicks and Storle
***Does not apply to Storle